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PREF kCE

This report describes the enlistment effects -of a national experiment
on a new U.S. Army recruiting program, called the "2+2+4" recruiting
option. The 2+2+4 program is a tool that can help the Army attract
high-quality young people during difficult recruiting periods and help
channel trained, exnerienced personnel into the reserve force. The
program ,'xI.ncds eligibility for the Army's postservice educational
benefit to include recruits entering two-year active-duty tours in se-
lected noncombat occupational specialties, provided that they agree to
serve an additional two years in the Selected Reserve.

The Army and the Office uf the Secretary of Defense developed the
new program on an experimental basis, and the Congress provided
authority to initiate the program as a test, with the stipulation that it
be carefully evaluated. RAND's role has been to design the evalua-
tion mechanism, to identify possible program effects, to ensure the
statistical integrity of the test, and to analyze the test results. An
earlier RAND Note set forth the design for the test as a controlled ex-
periment, similar to earlier enlistment incentive tests,' and presented
preliminary tabulations of results during the first six months of the
experiment. 2 This study examines the data from the full test period
and presents multivariate analyses of program enlistment effects.

THE ARROYO CENTER

Tho Arroyo Center is the U.S. Army's federally' funded research and
'development center (FFRDC) for studies and analysis operated by
RAND. The Arroyo Center provides the Army with objective, inde-
pendent analytic research on major policy and management concerns,
emphasizing mid- and long-term problems. Its research is carried out
in five programs: Policy and Strategy; Force Development and
Employment; Readiness and Sustainability; Manpower, Training, and
Performance; and Applied Technology.

IS.•.J. Michael Polich, J. N. Dertouzos, and S. James Press, 2774 Enlistment Bonus
Exeriment, RAN.), R-3353-FMP, 1986; and Richard L. Fernandez, Enlistment Effect#
and Policy Implixationa of the Educational Asistance Test Pogroam, RAND, R-2935-
MRAL, 1982.

2See Richard Buddin and J. Mici'ael Polich, The 2+2+4 Recruiting Expriment.
Design and Initial Reulte, RAND, N-*,87-A, October 1990.
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Army Regulation 5-21 contains basic policy for the conduct of the
Arroyo Center. The Army provides continuing guidance and over-
sight through the Arroyo Center Policy Committee (ACPC), which is
co-chaired by the Vice Chief of Staff and by the Assistant Secretary
fob' Research, Development, and Acquisition. Arroyo Center work is
perfcrmed under contract MDA903-9L-C-0006.

,The Arroyo Center is housed in RAND's Army Research Division.
RAND is a private, nonprofit institution that conducts analytic re-
search on a wide range of public policy matters affecting the nation's
security and welfare.

Lynn E. Davis is Vice President of the Army Research Division and
Director of the Arroyo Center. Those interested in further informa-
tion about the Arroyo Center should contact her office directly:,

Lynn E. Davis
RAND
1700 Main Street
P.O. Box 2138
Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138
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SUMMARY

The Army relies on a number of recruiting incentive programs to en-
hance its ability to attract high-quality enlistees. Prominent among
these incentives is the Army College Fund (ACF), a benefit that can
be used by the enlistee to support postservice education.1 To attract
more high-quality people during periods of recruiting difficulty, the
Army proposed to expand the ACF to cnver certain types of two-year
enlistments under a new option known as the "2+2+4" program.
Under special authority from the Congress, the 2+2+4 program was
tested in a national experiment from July 1989 through September
1990. This report analyzes the enlistment effects shown by the test.

Under the 2+2+4 program, recruits can choose a two-year active-duty
tour in selected noncombat occupational specialties, with an addi-
tional commitment of two years in the Selected Reserve and approxi-
mately four years in the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR). The option
is aimed at high-quality, college-bound youth and offers ACF benefits
of $8000. The purposes are first to increase high-quality enlistments
in the active-duty forces and second to increase the supply of trained
manpower moving from the active forces into the Army's reserve
components.

2

PROGRAM FEATURES AND POTENTIAL EFFECTS

In recent years, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and the
Congress have restricted Army utilization of two-year active-duty
tours because of concerns about the cost-effectiveness of the short
tours. Several features of the 2 *2+4 program were designed to im-
prove its cost-effectiveness. Firs%, the option is restricted to special.

1The ACF is an amount added to a service member's Aurd for postaervic. education.
All service members are eligible to participate in the *GI Bill educational program,
which provides up to $9000 in the fund in return for an investment of $1200 made by
the member during the first year of service. Active-duty recruits who enter designated
critical skills and who have qualifying test scores and high school diplomas are also
eligible for the ACF, which adds between $8000 and $14,400 to their educational fund,
depending on term of service.

2 This study examines the program's effects on active-duty enlistments. The
Department of Defense (DoD) expc that the program vill provide substantial num-
bers of trained, experienced personnel for the Selected Reserve because all program
participants made a commitment to wve a reserve tour. However, it will require i.v-
eral additional years before the DoD An empirically observe the rates at which the test
cohorts transition into the reserve components.

V
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ties with short training times, and recruits are required to serve two
years in the active Army after completion of basic and Advanced
Individual Training (AIT). Second, the reserve commitment enhances
the return on the active-duty training investment. ACF payments
are contingent on reserve participation and program participants
must agree to accept a reserve slot in their .active duty skill' if one is
available in their local area after they leave the active Army. The
selection of skill eligible for the program was based on both active and.
reserve force needs.

The cost-effectiveness of the 2+2+4 option depends on the magnitude
of both enlistment and longer-term effects. The experiment was de-
signed to provide evidence on the size of these effects. The most likely
short-term enlistment effects of the program are as follows:

0Market expansion. The Army expected that the 2+2+4 program
would expand the market of high-quality youth interested in
military service. Fir example, the availability of the ACF for
two-year noncombat specialties might attract new people who
would not enlist without the 2+2+4 program. An important
purpose of the experiment was to test this assumption.

0 Skill and term-of-service distributions. The new program may
affect recruits' choices of occupational specialties ("skills"~) and
terms of obligated service. For example, the program could in-
duce more er.listees to agree to train for jobs in hard-to-fill
noncombat specialties that are, eligible for the 2+2+4 option.
Also-as a "downside" example-the program could induce some
recruits who might have enlisted even in the absence of the pro-
gram to move from a four-year to a two-year term of commit-
ment, in which case the Army might lose active-duty man-years.
The test was specially set up to assess these possibilities.

In the longer term, the entry of such recruits could lead to changes in
other aspects of the totalArmy personnel and training system, such
as requirements for active-duty training, availability of prior-service
recruits to the reserves, and recruiting and training activities needed
to sustain the reserves. However, these effects can be assessed em-
pirically only after the test cohorts have passed through their periods
of active and reserve service.

TEST DESIGN

The effects of the test were estimated through a two-part test design,
including a job-offer experiment and a geographically based experi-
ment.
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Job-Offer Experiment

In the job-offer experiment, individual applicants for the Army were
randomly assigned eligibility for the 2+2+4 program through the
Army's job reservation system (REQUEST) at the time they discussed
enlistment with an Army job counselor. The job-offer portion of the
experiment provided precise estimates of how the 2+2+4 program af-
fected the recruits' choices among skills and terms of service.
Program offers varied randomly across individuals, so program effecta
can be separated from factors extraneous to the program.

Geographic Experiment

In the second part of the design, matched sets of geographic areas
were assigned to varying programs. This porticn of the design was
intended to assess whether the 2+2+4 program led to a "market ex-
pansion"--that is, to an increase in the total number of high-quality
persons entering the active Army. Such market expansion could oc-
cur, for example, because of promotion of the program by recruiters or
guidance counselors, or because of the spread of information among
prospective recruits. A geographic design made it possible to detect
and analyze such effects.

TEST RESULTS

Program Participation

The 2+2+4 program was well received, and the Army wrote over 6800
enlistment contracts urnder the experimental offering. Program sales
constituted about 8 percent of all high-quality salee during the test
period. Program sales were strong throughout the test period and
across a broad range of eligible skills for both men and women. About
21 percent of, the seats in the eligible skills were filled by program
participants, and 32 percent of the high-quality contracts in these

Sjobs were in the 2+2+4 program.

Market Expansion

The 2+2+4 program expanded the market for high-quality male re-
cruits by about 3 percent. Considering that thia program is a modest
enhancement to a well-established ACF program, this effect is a
promising result and about the size that was anticipated. By compar-
ison, previous experiments showed that a large enlistment bonus
($8000) expanded the market by 5 percent, and the Army's first en-
hanced educational benefit plan (similar to the full ACF program) ex.

_... ..
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panded the market by 9 percent (Fernandez, 1982; Polich )t al.,
1986).3 The results imply that approximately 25 to 30 percent of the
men taking the program are new recruits.

Term of Service and Skill Distribution

The job-offer portion of the exporiment produced data on a large
number of individual enlistees who were randomly assigned tc eligi-
bility or ineligibility. The job-offer data provide estimates of the "buy-
down" effects on term of -ervice and the "buy-over" effects from com-
bat to noncombat skills. These results are important, especially the
term-of-service effect, because a reduction in average term of service
is often viewed as a risk of the program.

The analysis indicates that the 2+2+4 program did not shift a large
number of recruits away from longer terms of service. The share of
tecruits choo-King a two-year enlistment rose from about 21 percent
among persons in the ineligible test cell to 24 percent in the eligible
cell. The increase in two-year enlistments was driven primarily by a'
decline in three-year enlistments. Four-yeer enlistments did not de-
cline significantly. The buy-down effect of tCe program is thus fairly
limited; and, among three-year enlistees, where the effect is concen-
trated, it is partially offset by the program --equirement that partici-
pants serve a two-year enlistment plus truaning time, or about two-
and-a-:ialf years of active duty.

The prcgram did channel recruits into those hard-to-fill noncombat
skills that participated in the 2+2+4 program. The share of recruits
in participating skills rose three percentage points in the test eligible
cell (group) as compared with the ineligible cell, representing a 16
percent increase in enlistments in the participating noncombat skills.
Overall, the buy-over reflected a 3 percent reductan in individuals
choosing combat skills with little change in individuals choosing other
noncombat speciaL'e_.

Overall, the program seems to have accomplished its objectives for ac.
tive-duty recruiting. The 2+2.4 option -71d readily and benefited vir-
tually all of the occupational specialties for which it was tested.
During the test, about 8 percent of all high-quality 2ulistments con'
tracts wae written under the 2+2+4 program. Moreover, the analysis

"S"At *up* estimatew •dot be obtainW for women becaua women.
POae a small Shaon of over alistmmts and becaun wome are dem•a. acstraimd
in the current rmiting environmnt. Combinel male and female estimate pMdueod
UPWpanmon OaeaA tht wwee ema to tho reportd for m=Ja s•.atey.
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indicates that the program attracted additional hi6-i-quality recruits
into the Army and caused only a small number to change from a
longer term of service to a shorter term. The results suggest that
many people were willing to make the commitment to reserve service,
thus providing an additional supply of msanpower to both the active
and reserve components.

_ _ _ ..
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1. INTRODUCTION

This rreport describes the enlistment effects of the 2+2+4 recruiting
experiment. The 2+2+4 program is a new Army recruiting incentive
aimed at attracting high-quality personnel into the active Army and
encouraging their later participation in the reserves. The program
offers qualified recruits an additional uption, beyond the normal set of
enlistment benefits and choices: they may receive the Army College
Fund (ACF)1 if they enter an eligible specialty for a two-year term of
active service, provided that they agree to serve an additional two-
year term in the Selected Reserve. This program was tested in a na-
tional experiment from July 1989 through September 1990.

The 2+2+4 program was intended to serve dual purposes. First, it
was expected to attract new persons into the active Army. This ex-
pectation was based on the Army's hypothesis that a significant num-
ber of young people are willing to enter Army service to obtain educa-
tional benefits such as the ACF, provided that they must serve only a
short tour. Second, it was expected to provide a source of trained
manpower to. the reserve components, based on the hypothesis that
many young people would readily make the reserve commitment.
This report focuses primarily on the first of these piirposes, examining
the enlistment effects of the 2+2+4 program. The program may have
other effects; appearing at later stages of soldiers' military careers,
but these effects cannot be observed empirically until the exper-
imental cohorts have passed through those stages.2

The 2+2+4 program could have three plausible types of effects on ac-
tive-duty enlistments. -First, the additional incentive might expand

1The ACP is an amount added to a service member's fund for postservice education.
All service members are eligible to participate in the *GI Bir educational program,
which provides up to $9000 in the fund in return for an investment of $1200 made by
the member during the first year of service. Active-duty recruits who enter designated
critical skillh and who 'have qualifying tint scores and high school diplomas are also
eligible for the ACF, which adds betwoen $8 and $14,400 to their educational flnd,
depending on term of aervi•.

2For example, active-duty personnel management will be affected by the program
because of changes in man-years per recruit, training needa, and recruiting revrle-
ments. The reaerve implications depend on transition rates to the reserves after the
completion of active service, the propensity of 2+2+4 participants to fill reserve serat in
their active-duty skills, and whether they satisfactorily complete their reserve service.
The Military Occupational Specialty (MOS)-match rate will depend on both individual
willingness to'serve in their active-duty skill and the availability f reserve vacancies
in that skill in the individual's local are

1x
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the market for high-quality recruits by attracting an untapped, col-
lege-bound yovth market that is unwilling to commit to other Army
programs. Second, the program might draw recruits into shorter en-
listment terms. Third, the program would ideally channel recruits
into harc;-to-filU occupations chosen for the program, and it would be
easier to attract individuals who otherwise would not have enlisted
into more piopular skills. A risk of the program was that it might not
attract many new recruits and could lead to a reduction in obligated
man-years, because recruzts who would have enlisted for four years
might forgo that option in avor .sf the 2+2+4 program.

The 2+2+4 program was tested during a period of extraordinary tran-
sition in recruiting. Much of the initial impetus for the program was
a perceived shortfall in active-duty recruiting. By January of 1990,
however, the recruiting mission was reduced sharply in response to
the changing political climate in Europe and anticipated reductions in
Army endstrength. During the spring of 1990, the Army concentrated
almost exclusively on recruiting in the high-quality market, and the
low-quality mission was reduced to nearly zero.

Force reductions may reduce the need for some recruiting incentives,
but cost-effective tools will be needed to attract quality recruits and
channel them into hard-to-fill skills. In the new environment, the re-
serve obligation associated with the 2+2+4 program may make the
program particularly useful. A smaller active-duty force would place
greater demands on the reserves and enhance the need for a well-
trained, experienced reserve force. A reduction in the length of active-
duty terms would increase the numbers of individuals recruited and
trained for the active force, but shorter active terms would also
increase the pool of prior-service personnel available to the reserves.
Programs like the 2+2+4 might take on growing importance in' this
new environment because, they funnel trained personnel to the re-
serves and provide incentives for them to remain in their trained oc-
cupational specialty.3

3Previous ressarch has shown that many prior-service personnel are not matched
with their active-duty skill in the reserves. Retraining is protrted because reservists
must train on a part-dnm basis. If trained and url•-enced soldier. were matched with
their activo-duty skills, the training burden on reserve units would be reduced.

The Senate Armed Services Committee has directed the services to Increae reliance
on two- and threye enlistments as part of a military restructuring that will shift
greater reiane on the reserve components. Th committee has directed the Seretaxy
of Defense to develop programs along the lines of the Army's two plus two plus four
program. See NaonaL Defense Authorisztion Act for FisaW Year 1991, U.S. Seate
Report 101484, July 1990.

i.
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The reserve aspects of the 2+2+4 program may assume greater impor-
tance in the aftermath of Operation Desert Shield/Storm (ODS).
Many experts anticipate the reserve callup will have negative effects
on reserve recruiting and retention. if shortages do occur, the re-
serves may benefit from an influx of 2+2+4 program participants as
they begin leaving the active service in the fall and winter of 1991.

ORIGIN OF THE TEST

Army recruiting and personnel managers have long believed the
combination of a large educational benefit and a two-year term for
noncombat skills would significantly improve the Army's recruiting
posture. In the late 1980s, however, the Congress prohibited the pay-
ment of special educational benefits to two-year recruits, except in the
case of combat skills.4 The restriction was based on a perception that
short terms of enlistment are likely to yield less value to the gov-
errment (e.g., fewer trained man-years) than longer terms.

The issue gained currency in early 1989, when the Army began to en-
counter increasing difficulties in recruiting for the active component.
This situation prompted renewed concern within the Army and Office
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) that some form of ACF benefits for
noncombat skills should be reinstated. To improve active recruiting.
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Management and
Persoitnel requests: congressional authority to begin a new two-year,
noncombat ACF program on a test basis. The program was also ex-
pected to improve the manning posture of the reserves, since the con-
templated program would link a two-year active enlistment to an
additional term of service in a reserve unit. OSD assured the commit-
tees that the test would be carefully limited and structured to address
issues of cost-effectivenesa. At the request of the Army and OSD,
RAND designed the test and agreed to'take -a lead role in evaluating ..
its results. In mid-1989, the design was approved and the Congress
enacted legislation permitting a i5-month test of the special program.

PROGRAM FEATURES

Preliminary RAND analy3is of issues in the two-year option sug-
gested a number of conditions that would contribute to the cost-effec-

4Action by the Hmum Appropriations Commitee in 1988 prohibited the payment of
ACF benefits to two-year recruits in noncombat skiJia. Before that time, the
Department of Defense had the option of permitting such benefits which had boen of.
fored in earlier years.

__ I
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tiveness of a two-year active-duty term. Prominent among such con-
ditions are (1) the extent to which the twu-year option might expand
the recruiting market (i.e., bring in new recruits who otherwise would
not enlist), (2) the cost of active-duty training for two-year enlistees,
and (3) the extent to which the two-year active enlistment program
may increase the input of trained personnel into the Selected Reserve.
These conditions suggest that a maximally cost-effective program
should be designed to appeal to a broad segment of youth, be re-
stricted to skills with moderate training times and costs, and be
structured to encourage people to enter the Selected Reserve after
their two-year term of active service.

The Army considered these features when it subsequently designed
the 2+2+4 test program. Under the new program, a recruit was of-
fered an ACF benefit for enlisting in a noncombat skill if he commit-
ted to three conditions:

a Two years of service, plus training time, in the active Army-,
0 Two additional years of service in the Selected Reserve; and
* The remainder of his eight-year legal obligation in the

Individual Ready Reserve (IRR).5

The program rroquired commitments that were more favorable to the
Army than earlier two-year enlistment programs. First, its provi-
sions required that the enlistee serve an active-duty term slightly
longer than the nominal two years; the term was two years after
completion of basic training and Advanced Individual Training (AMT),
some four to six months. Second, the reserve commitment would
sharply increase the number of two-year personnel entering the
Selected Reserve.6 Historical data suggest that under prese nt pro-
grams about 50 percent of a two-year active-duty cohort will er ter the
Selected Reserve; that rate should be much higher under the 2+2+4
program.

The Army placed a number of conditions and limits on this pz gram
to t*yqet it where needed and to improve its potential for cot -effec-
ti, . The main conditions were as follows:

6Ths Seected Reserve includes the U.S. Army Reserve and the Army ational
Guard. 'Members of the Selected Reserve meet with their units regularly or drills
(normally one weekend per month) and attend a two-weekannual training i iod at an
active training facility. All enlistees begin service with an eight-year obligal ion; that
part of their eight-year period which is not served on active duty or in the Selected
eserve is automatically served in the IRI.

GThe Army plans to require reserve service as a condition for making ACF pay-
ments to 2+2+4 program participants.

_____ I



0 Number of training seats. The number of 2+2+4 contracts was
limited to an annual total of 5000 seats.7

* High-quality personnel. Like other educational incentives, the
program was offered only to "high-quality" recruits, that is, high
school graduates with Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT)
scores at or above the 50th percentile.

• Eligible skills.' The program was limited to specified Milit7ry
Occupational Specialties, selected by the Army to meet criteria
consonant with those RAND had suggested in an earlier prelim-
inary analysis: (a) eligible skills have lower-than-average rates
of "fill" of high-quality people relative to the Army's goal, (b) AIT
training time must be no longer than 14 weeks, and (c) vacancies
in the skill must be widely distributed in reserve units across
the country.

* Reserve skill commitment. The recruit had to agree, in the en-
listment contract, to accept a reserve slot in his active skill, if
one is available within a reasonable commuting distance after he
leaves the active Army. This provision should increase the re-
serve component's ability to profit from active-duty skill train-
ing.

Of course, the two-year noncombat program is only one of a number of
job-related choices that may enter into a military applicant's enlist-
ment decision. Table 1 displays the ACF-related options for a recruit
considering a skill eligible for the ACF benefit. The choices available
in the baseline, or pretest condition, are shown in the top panei of the
table. Under the baseline program, the recruit can choose a combat
skill and receive the regular ACF amounts: $14,400 for a four-year
term, $12,000 for a three-year term, or $8000 for a two-year term. In
addition, the same recruit can choose a noncombat skill for a four-
year or thre6-year term, in which case he receives the corresponding
ACF benefit; or he can select a two-year term in a noncombat skill
and receive no ACF.

The second panel of the table shows an additional choice that the
2+2+4 program offers: the possibility of committing to a two-year ac.
tive term in a participating noncombat skill, plus an additional two-
year tour in the Selected Reserve. The recruit who makes such a

7Moat recruits enter the Army under a delayed enlistment program (DEP) and
agree to start active-duty service several months after signing their enlistment con-
tract. Historically, DEP attrition rates have averaged 10 to 15 percent, so 6500 to 5900 -.

contracts are required to produce 5000 annual seats (assuming that the program had
no effect on DEP attrition rates). Program sales and DEP attrition are discussed in
greater detail in Sec. 3.- _ ________



Table 1

ACF Choices Facing Applicants
(amounts in addition to "GI Bill")

Pr•pram-Eligible Skill&

Term of Service Combat Noncombat
Four years $14,400 $14,400
Three .years, 12,000 12,000
Two years 8,000 0

Two years (2+2+4 program) 8,000a

"aTo receive ACF benefit in a noncombat skill, the
recruit must accept a two-year additional reserve
commitment.

commitment is then entitled to receive the $8000 educational benefit.
Note that this is an additional option that a high-quality recruit may
consider, all of the other options shown in the top part of the table are
still available as well.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

Section 2 reviews the experimental design. Section 3 examines the
scope of the 2+2+4 program relative to overall Army enlistments.
Section 4 reports the enlistment effects of the experiment and' devel-
ops a multivariate approach to assess the market expansion effects of
the program. It also addresses the skill-channelling and term-of-ser-
vice effects from the results of the job-offer portion of the experiment.
Section 5 summarizes the results on the enlistment aspects of the
2+2+4 incentive program.

S- ,,



2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Because the enlistment process involves several stages, a comprehen-
sive test design must measure effects at different points in the pro-
cess, as depicted in Fig. 1.1 The 2+2+4 program was available only to
high-quality recruits in a select number of noncombat occupations, so
some program effects were likely to occur relatively late in the en-
listment process when recruits meet with an Army job counselor to
discuss specific offers and options. Therefore, a key element of the
test design was a job-offer experiment that randomly assigned quali-
fied Army applicants to varying program conditions. This portion of
the design made it possible to estimate how eligibility for the 2+2+4
program affected the decision of qualified applicants to join the Army
and their subsequent AkiMl and term-of-service decisions.

However, the job-offer experiment could not capture the full effects of
the program if the program expanded the market of qualified appli-
cants meeting with job counselors. A new recruiting incentive could

Recruiter Aplication Job, Filhistment,
contacts qualitication -1o-counselor --- skill, and

with process ;session l term-of-servicel
prospects decisio, J

Test elements

Geographic experiment i Job-offer experiment

Matched sets of areas assigned I lndividua applicants randorigy
to varying programs assigned to programs

Fig. i--Enlistmen, Proc.. and Twt Elemen.t

"1 ection is h n Buddln ad Po", 1990.

----
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potentially generate market expansion in several ways. The avail-
ability of the 2+2+4 program could increase recruiter contacts with
prospects because the proTrain generates either more interest in the
Army or interest among a new subset of the target population. The
program might also increase the number of applicants because more
contacts are interested in pursuing their options. Finally, the pro-
gram could increase the likelihood that some partially eligible appli-
cants stay in the system, satisfy their eligibility requirements, and
talk with the job counselor. The 2+2+4 program might be a recruiting
success if it increased the number of qualified applicants meeting a
job counselor, even if the enlistment rate of the qualified applicants
was anaffected.

To assess whether the test program led to an overall market expan-
sion, we employed a geographic experiment. Under the geographic
plan, matched sets of areas were, assigned to different program cells.
This made it possible to compare the overall numbers of enlistments
in test and control areas.

This test design is more complicated than those previously employed
in recruiting experiments because the extent of the program interven-
tion is modest. Both the Educational Benefits Test and the
Enlistment Bonus Test were more widely available than the test of
the 2+2+4 program. 2 Also, the 2+2+4 effects are concentrated on a
group of people making a specific term-of-service choice. The two-part
design was intended to provide systematic and precise estimates of
how and where the program intervention affected the enlistment pro-
cess. There may be only a small precounselor market expansion if

,contacts generally receive little information about specific Army jobs
and enlistment options before Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery ,(ASVAB) testingand the job 'counselor meeting. The 2+2+4
test was designed to detect even modest changes in these different
phases of the enlistment process.,

JOB-OFFER EXPERIMENT

In the job-offer portion of the test design, individuals were randomly
assigned eligibility for the 2+2+4 program through the Army's com-
puterized job assignment system. Figure 2 illustrates the events and
types of choices that recruits make during the job-offer process.
Qualified Army applicants meet with job counselors and review spe-

"2STO j. M. PoUch '&ml., 1986; and' RkItd L. Fernandoz, 1982.
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cific job offers available for their skills and desired accession date. By
Army policy, recruiters are encouraged to sell prospects on "the
Army," leaving discussion of lpecific military jobs and incentives to
the job counselor. The policy is reinforced by the fact that recruiters

do not alwar know whether a recruit is eligible fa i specific jobs and
options. At the job counselor senion, the counselor presents the ap-
plicant with specific information on his eligibility for various skills
and available idlstoent incentives. The specific job offers are auto.
mated into a traing seat reservathion program, the REQUEST sys-
tem. After reviewing available job offers, the individual chooses to
enlist or to notunlist. Enlistees must select a specific military job anda term of enlistment. Incentives such'as ACF, bonuses, station of
choice; and ternr, length are used as inducements to encourage
marginal individuals to enlist and to chrunnel applicants into, hard-to-
fill specialties.
Tha 2+2+4 test design called 'for individual recruits to be randomly
assigned to .either the test or the control co)ndition. The 2+2+4 pro.
gram offer was~available to 70 percent of the qualified recruits meet-
ing with a Job counselor; the remaining 30 percent were the control
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group, for whom the 2+2+4 program option was unavailable.
bridividualc in the test condition were able to cboose the 2+2+4 option
for any available noncombat job eligible for the p.: ogram. Individuals
in the control condition could choose enlistment in 2+2+4 eligible oc-
cupations with standard term-of-service options or they could choose
a two-year term without the ACF, but they could not choose the two-
year option with ACF in exchange for the additional obligation of two
years in the Selected Reserve.

The job-offer experiment had a number of methodological advantages
worthy of note. It provided erplicit control of the job-offer process
through tht computer screen displays for each applicant. Tlhe pro-
gram was randomly varied across individuals, so individual charac-
teristics were balancod across program offerings. In addition, indi-
vidual variation across thousands of qualified Army applicants made
it possible to obtain quick estimates of certain program effects, such
as substitution eTects on skill and term-of-service distributions. The
randomized job-offer plan could also test other kinds of programs, and
thus it might be useful in resolution of future military enlistment
p•i•7y issues.

GEOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENT

Design Considerations for Estimating a Market
Expansion Effect

The design called for geogrsphic variation in program offers to explore
more fully the possibility of market expansion. The nature of a
possible market expansion depends on where and how the 2+2+4 pro-
gram affects the enlistment decisicnmaking process. Figure 3 depicts
the principal factors in the early part of the process, where much of a
market expansion effect might be expected to occur, A geographic-
based design is the most feasible way of building systematic program
variation into the early stages of the enlistment process.

The main reason for employing a geographic design in addition to the
job-offer experiment was to address several hypotheses that we often
heard during our discssions with people familiar with the process.
Some persons voiced concern that the job-offer experiment might not
capture all of the true market expansion, because recruiters might
more actively 'sell* a program that was consistently available to all
high-quality recruits. It was also argued that a consistent implemen.
tation might increase the tendency for recruiting prospects to spread
program information to others considering enlistment; this might fur-
ther increase the market expansion effect.

1*
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Recruiter Advertising

information

Fig. 3--Recruiting and Application Procee

For that reason we decided to include one "test cell" (a set of geo-
graphic areas) in which the program was randomly offered to differ.
ent individuals and another test cell in which the program was
universally available to every qualified person. The intent was to
facilitate comparisons between those two conditions, and to see
whether a "full implementation" really produced results that
appeared different from a "partial implementation." Of course, to
compare either implementation with the absence of the program, we
inclhided a teet cell in which the program was not offered.

Test Cells

The resulting design varied program availability across three geo-
graphically defined test cells, as shown in Table 2.

Cell A was a control cell (the program was unavailable) and cov-
ered 20 percent of the nation's youth population.

Cell B wns a full-program implementation cell (the program was
available to all qualified applicants) and also covered 20 percent
of the youth population.

Cell C was a partial-program implementation cell and covered
the remaining 60 percent of the population. The job-offer exper,
iment was in effect, with the 2+2+4 option offered to randomly
selected, qualified applicants. The program was available for 70
percent of these applicants and unavailable for the remainder.

' •

.1
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Table 2

Geographic Test Cells

Percent of U.S.
Cell Program Availability Population
A Not available 20

B Available to al qualified individuals 20
C ,Offered to randomly selected, qualified

individuals (by job counselor) 60

Regardless of test cell, eligibility for 2+2+4 in no way affected what
jobs were available to prospective recruits or their priority in the
REQUEST system. Qualified applicants who were eligible for the
program had the same range of choices as others, except that they
had the additional option of choosing the 2+2+4 program if they en-
tered a participating Army job.

Area Allocation and Analysis

The geographic portion of the experiment was based on a randomized
assignment of dispersed sets of areas to the three test cells. The as-
signment algorithm resembled that employed previously in the
Educational Benefits Test and the Enlistment Bonus Test. The test
areas, defined by the 53 Army Recruiting Battalions in the continen-
tal United States, were balanced on a variety of factors such as (1)
previous high-quality enlistment rates, (2) recruiting goals, (3) num-
ber of Army production recruiters, (4) civilian unemployment and
wage rates, and, (5) population demographic characteristics such as
minority composition. In addition, the balancing ensured that each
test cell was composed , f a dispersed set of areas, including, for in-
stance, some areas from different regions of the country. Balancing
on these factors ensured that some test cells were not dominated by
unusually successful or unsuccessful recruiting districts. Without
balancing across battalions, a market expansion coincident with the
implementation of the 2+2+4 program could be inappropriateiy at-
tributed to the program when the expansion was actually due to a
regional attribute such as youth employment opportunities. Figure 4
shows the allocation of Army recruiting battalions to test cells 3 and

MTe 2+2+4 program was unavailable in the San Juan and Honolulu battlin, but
those battalions were not considered parn of the test.
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Table 3 shows the values of balancing variable 1 across test cells dur-
ing the pretest base year of 1988.

The geographic experiment can be analyzed using methods similar to
those applied in previous enlistment supply experiments. 4 Thus,
counts of enlistment contracts were collected by month and by battal-
ion throughout the experiment. Within each test cell and each battal-
ion, the analysis could then compare the number of contracts during
the base period before program implementation with the numbers
during the test. If the program led to market expansion, then the ra-
tio of test-period to base-period contracts would be greater in full- and
partial-implementation cells (B and C) than in the control cell (A).
This analysis approach adjusts for overall changes in enlistment be-
havior by comparing changes in contracts in the test cells with those

Table 3

'Characteristics of Balanced Test Cells in 1988 Base Period

Variable Cell A Cell B Cell C Overall

Percent of nation's high-quality qualified
military available (QMA) population 20.97 21.41 58.58 100.00

Unemployment percentage 5.42 5.33 5.90 5.69
Wage rate 10.23 10.26 10.42 10.38
Per capita income 10168 10739 10249 10353
Percent nonwhite 14.94 19.74 16.98 17.13
Percent high-quality RMA in northeast 24 21 24 24
Percent high-quality QMA in southeast 14 12 17 15
Percent high-quality QMA in southwest 22 18 17 18
Percent high-quality QMA in midwest 23 25 27 26
Percent high-quality QMA in west 17 24 15 17
Recruiter. per high-quality QMA .49 .48 .50 .49
High-quality female enlistment rate (%) .95 .94 .99 .97
High-quality male enlitment rate (%) 5.06 dS03 5.25 5.17
High-quality concentration 23.90 21.39 21.74 21.88
High-quality mission per'high-quality

QMA 2.85 2.82 2.92 2.90
Local advertising per high-qualty QMA 2.35 1.81 3.01 .68
Percent high-quality contracts in non,

combat jobs 69.03 68.51 69.09 68.99
Percent fill of Army Selected Reserve 88.97 92.15 93.16 92.51
Percent high-quality contracts in four-

year contracts 72.78 71.03 73.02 72d.49

4For a detailed discussion of the statistical model for analyzing enlistment Counts
and their standard errors, sem Haggitrom st al., 1981.

''I.
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in the control cell. In addition, the analysis used a multivariate aP-
proach, described in Sec. 4, to adjust for changed economic conditions
and recruiting incentives during the test period.

4



3. SCOPE OF THE 2+2+4 PROGRAM

This section establishes the context of the experimental program,
describing the contribution of the 2+2+4 program to the overall
recruiting effort over the test period from July 1989 through
September 1990. The program was available to about 62 percent of
the nation's youth population: 20 percent in the full-implementation
cell B and 42 percent in partial-implementation cell C (cell C covered
60 percent of the country and the program was offered to 70 percent
of applicants).

The 2+2+4 program was well received and the Army wrote over 6800
enlistment contracts under the experimental offering. Table 4 shows
that program "sales" (enlistment contracts written) constituted about
7 and -12 percent of high-quality contracts for men and women,
respectively. Program sales were larger among women primarily
because so few women are in combat specialties: 2+2+4 sales were 12
percent of noncombat sales for both men and women.1 About 18
perce':t of high-quality enlistments during the experiment were
wonien, but 28 percent of 2+2+4 participants were women. This
difference also reflects the concentration of women in noncombat
specialties. Program sales within the test cells are a much larger
share of contracts than suggested by Table 4 because the program is
unavailable to the co-'trol groups. 2

Most new enlistees enter the delayed entry program (DEP) before
accession and some separate before entering active duty. Table 4
shows that DEP attrition rates are somewhat higher for women than
for men (22 percent as Compared with 13 perceat). Among men,
combat jobs have loss rates about one or two percentage points lower
than for noncombat jobs. The table shows that the DEP loss rates for
2+2+4 participants are similar to those in similar noncombat jobs and
virtually the same as those for other prospective entrants in the same
skill groups. During the experiment, program. ccntracts less DEP
losses were about 5700 for the 15-month test pariod, which was
consistent with the program target of 5000 accessions per year.

lWomen are not allowed to enlist in most Army combat specialties. The primary
exceptions are skills in the air defense artillery career management field.

2Program sales within the test cells are discussed below and summarized in
Table 7.

16
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Table 4

Enlistment Contracts and DEP Losses During the
2+2+4 Recruiting Experiment

Number of Percent of Number of Percent
Group Contracts Contracts DEP Losm DEP Loan

High-quality women 16,228 100.00 3,557 21.92
Combat 333 2.07 76 22.82
Participating noncombat 3,633 22.43 824 22.68
2+2+4 participanta 1,901 11.74 436 22.94
Other noncombat 10,361 63.98 2,221 21.44

High-quality men 73,217 100.00 9,320 12.73
Combat 32,361 44.20 3,802 11.75
Participating noncombat 10,830 14.79 1,524 14.07
2+2+4 participants 4,944 6.85 700 14.16
Other noncombat 25,082 34.26 3,294 13.13

High-quality women and men 89,445 100.00 12,877 14.40
Combat 32,694 36.55 3,875 11.85
Participating noncombat 14,463 16.17 2,348 16.23
2+2+4 participant@ 6,845 7.65 1,136 16.60
Other noncombat 35,443 36.63 5,515 15.56

Table 5 shows the contribution of the test program to specific program
eligible skills. Overall, 21 percent of the seats in tie eligible skills
were filled by program participants, and 32 percent of the high-
quality contracts in these jobs were in the 2+2+4 program. Progniam
participation varied somewhat across eligible skills from about '*5
percent of high-quality contracts for Unit Communications
Maintainer (31V), Construction Equipment Repairer (62B), and
Construction Equipment Operator (62J) to less than 25 percent for
Chemical Operations Specialist (54B), Chemical Equipment Repairer
(63J), Heavy Wheel Vehicle Mechanic (63S), and Motor Transport
Operator (88M). Program participants constituted at least 20 percent
of high-quality contacts in all but one eligible skill.

Table 6 shows that program sales varied somewhat on a monthly
basis, although much of this variance reflected seasonal variance in
the overall level of Army enlistments. In most months, program sales
ran close to the overall average of 12 nercent of noncombat high.
quality contracts. August 1990 was an anomaly with both the
number and share of 2+2+4 contracts rising sharply, but program
sales had been unusually low ir. May, June, and July.

• • • • " • '
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Table 5

2+2+4 Contracts in Eligible Skills from July 1989
Through September 1990

Percent of
Number of 2+2+4 Percent of High-Quality

MOS Description Contracts Contracts Contracts

31C Single Channel Radio Operator 341 23.1 27.1
31K Combat Signaler 286 14.9 20.7
31L Wire Systems Installer 142 22.1 34.2
31V Unit Communications

Maintainer 445 31.2 44.4
51B Carpenter/Masona 49 19.2 41.0
52D Power Generator Repairer 207 17.5 25.4
54B Chemical Operations

Spcilistb 110 14.9 20.5
55B Ammunition Specialist 185 15.2 27.4
62B Construction Equipment

Repairer 167 24.1 43.4
62F Crane Operatora 12 15.4 36.4
62J Construction Equipment

Operatore 100 27.5 43.3
63B Light Wheel Vehicle Merhanic 459 12.9 26.3
63H Track Vehicle Repairerb 115 15.7 33.3
63J Chemical Equipment Repairer 3 5.3 17.6
638 Heavy Wheel Vehicle Mechanic 210 14.5 22.5
72E Tactical Teleeommuniations

Operatos 231 28.6 41.4
74C Telecommunications OperatorC 86 30.7 31.7
76C Equipment Records & Parts

Spec 374 20.9 29.3
76V Material Storage & Handling

Specb 245 25.3 39.7
76Y Unit Supply Specialist 624 22.8 34.3
77F Petroleum Supply Specialist 284 16.0 28.3
88M Motor Transport Operator 383 12.1 24.1
91A Combat Medic 1797 31.1 38.6

Overall 6855 20.7 32.1

aMOS was dropped from 22+4 'eligible group in November 1989. Enlistment
counts reflect only period of 2+2+4 eligibility.

bMOS was added to 2+2+4 eligible group in November 1989. Enlistment counts
reflect only period of 2+2+4 eligibility.

cin June 1990, MOS 72E (Tactical Telecommunications Operator? and MOS 720
(Automatic Data Telecommunications Operator) were combined to Zorm a new MOS
74C (Telecommunications Operator). MOS 74C replaced MOS 72E in the group of
skills eligible for 2+2+4.

, \1
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Table 6

2+2.4 Program Sales by Month

Number of Percent of
2+2+4 Noncombat High-

Month Contracts Quality Contracts
1989

Jub' 368 9.6
August 481 11.6
September 431 11.4
October 526 12.9
November 517 14.0
December 367 11.3

1990
January 590 13.3
February 562 14.5
March 554 13.1,
April 397 11.5
May 301 8.7
June 287 8.0
July 335 9.8
Auguit 713 17.0
September 424 12.7

One final piece of information about the salability of the program can
be gleaned from a comparison of results among persons in cell B,
where the program was universally available, with results among the
people in cell C, who were offered the program randomly. Table 7
shows the percentage of various groups that took the 2+2+4
experimental option in these two test cells. In fact, program shares
were two or three percentage points higher in the full-implementation
condition than in the condition where it was offered only at random.
The next section examines the market expansion effect of full versus
partial implementation.

Table 7

Shares of 2+2+4 Contract. in Test
Eligible Cells

(high-quality contracts)

F.iblofPortiou of
Group Coll B Cel C

Men 12.1 10.1
Women 21.1 17.6
Men and Women 13.7 11.4

., , , , , , • H L ' ._ , • t L -
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Program sales were a much larger share of high-quality women's
contracts than of men's, but this difference largely reflects the fact
that so few women entered combat specialties. As discussed above,
2+2+4 r---gram participation among noncombat recruits was similar
for men anti women.

The above tabulations suggest that in broad terms, the experiment
ran smoothly and appealed to many different groups. The 2+2+4
program sold well across a broad range of eligible skills, among both
men and women. Program sales were consistently strong for each
month of the test, but sales remained within the bounds anticipated
for the experiment.



4. ENLISTMENT EFFECTS

The 2,+2+4 program provided an extra incentive for potential recruits
to choose a two-year enlistment in an eligible skill. The program
might have three types of effects on the pattern of enlistments. First,
the program might expand the market for new recruits, because the
combination of a short term in a noncombat specialty and a college
benefit might appeal uniquely to an untapped, college-bound sub-
group in the recruiting market. Second, the program might draw re-
cruits from skills not eligible for the program into skills offering the
2+2+4 option. Hard-to-fill noncombat skills were chosen for the
2+2+4 program. Ideally, the programn would channel recruits into
those skills where they are needed, and it might be easier to attract
new recruits into other more attractive skills. Finally, the program
might encourage migration from longer to shorter terms of service.
For example, some recruits who would have enlisted for three or four
years might forgo those options in favor of the 2+2+4 program. The
next subsection addresses the question of market expansion, and the
following subsection examines how the test altered the distribution of
enlistments by skill and term of service.

The analysis is reported for male recruits only, because special prob-
lems made it impossible to assess program effects for women. Since
women constitute only 18 percent of all enlistments, program effects
were inherently much more difficult to measure for women than for
men. A more fundamental problem, however, is that enlistment sup-
ply, for women is widely perceived as demand-constrained by service
policies (Daula and Smith, 1986; Polich et al., 1986; and Hosek and
Peterson, 1990). Historically, the services have had little difficulty
reaching their missions for women. Few low-quality women have
been allowed to enlist, and low-quality missions were set at zero for
nearly 90 percent of the period covered by our data. Under these cir-
cumstances, a complete supply model could not be constructed for
women.

MARKET EXPANSION EFFECTS.

Table 8 summarizes the changes in enlistment rates between the base
and test periods, and provides an initial indication of whether the
2+2+4 program attracted new recruits to the Army. To obtain a
rough picture of enlistment patterns across cells, the approach relies

21
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Table 8

Market Expansion in High-4uality Male Market-
Geographic Call Comparisons

(standard errors in parentheses)

Number of Contracts Percent Change, Percent Change,

Test Group Base Periods Teat Period s Teat to Base Relative to Cell Ab

Control (cell A) 12,801 14,357 12.16(1.36)
Full (cell B) 13,239 15,228 15.00 (1.37) 2.16 (L70)
Partial (cell C) 37,616 43,622 15.99(0.82) 3.42(1.40)

*IU base period is April 1988 through June 1989, and the test period is July 1989
through September 1990.

bPercentage improvement in test to baae period recruiting performance relative to
the control cell.

on a measure of enlistment change in the test cells between a preex-
perimental base period and the test period, relative to the change in
control cell enlistments between those periods. For example, suppose
that base period enlistments were 15,000 in both cells A and B and
that test year enlistments were 15,750 and 16,500 in cells A- and B,
respectively.' In this illustration, if all other factors were equal cell B
enlistments would have grown by five per-, .tage points as they did
in cell A, whereas they actually grew by iW percentage points. The
program, effect is the incremental gain in cell B enlistments relative
to cell A. In the illustration this could be computed as 100[(L1O/L05)
- 1], or about 4.8 percent. Such a change analysis provides a rough
indication of the market expansion effect of the 2+2+4 program. 2

Table 8 shows that high-quality enlistments did increase substan-
tially during the test period. Enlistments rose 12 percent in the con-
trol cell where the 2+2+4 option was unavailable. The reasons for
this recruiting success cannot be assessed without a thorough analy-
usi, but two factors may have contributed. First, reductions in the-
overall size of the Army recruiting mission meant that recruiters
could concentrate their efforts on high-quality recruits. In the spring
of 1990, recruiting missions for low-quality recruits were reduced to

'Co C repr.sent& 60 percent of the country as compared with 20 percent each in
cells A and B, so cell C enlistments should be about three times those of the other cells
in the absence of a program effect.

2Lato we will employ a more comprehensive multivarinte approach to refine the
estimates and to control for systematic changes in economic conditions and the recruit.
ing environment. If thaes factors change substantially between the base and test pe-
riod, then the simple chane analys may confound changeo in recruiting oppertunities
with a test progam offect.
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nearly zero. Second, the recruiting market in the control cell may
have been expanded by increasing the availability of two-year non-
combat options that were coincident with the start of the program.

A comparison of the growth in the test cell enlistments relative to
those in the control cell suggests that the 2+2+4 program expanded
the market for high-quality enlistments by about 3 percent.
Surprisingly, this analysis sraggests that the expansion effect was
slightly larger in cell C, where the program was available to 70 per-
cent of high-quality recruits, than it was in cell B, where the program
was available to all high-quality recruits. The cell B result is mea-
sured imprecisely, however, and is not significantly different from
that of cell C. Nonetheless, it appears that the recruiters were vigor-
ously promoting the test program in cell C in spite of the fact that it
was not ultimately available to everybody.

Multivariate Methodology and Data

Perhaps the main factors affecting a battalion's recruiting success are
local economic conditions. Previous research (e.g., Brown, 1985;
Daula and Smith, 1986; and Polich et al., 1986) has shown that the
civilian unemployment and wage rates have an important bearing on
enlistment. The geographic test cells were balanced on these types of
economic variables at the start of the test. Economic opportunities
are volatile for youth populations, however, so the success of any re-
cruiting initiative must be measured after controlling for economic
conditions.

The recruiting environment also affects supply, and recruiting incen-
tives complicate the estimation of underlying supply relationships.
At any point in time, a recruiting battalion will have fixed advertising
resources and recruiting staff. Dertouzoe (1985, 1986) has shown that
recruiting stations and recruiters use their competing resources to at-
tract different types of recruits. They allocate their time, for example,
among high school senior* and graduates and among high-quality and
low-quality recruits. These time allocations reflect both the inherint
difficulties of attracting different types of recruits 'and the Army's in.
centives for recruiting success. The Army's incentives ar repre-
sented by recruiting missions for particular groups of recruits and
award or, promotions fort recruiters or stations that are successful in
meeting their recruiting missions.

Figure 5 presents a theoretical, illustrative view of the overall, recruit.
ing opportunities and alternatives avaiable to a particular battalion.

, , . .
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Fig. S-BattaUon Recruiting Opportunities

The diagram describes enlistment contract production possibilities for
high-quality versus low-quality recruits, but the approach can be ex-
tended to other groups as well. With fixed resources, a battalion can
reach the convex production transformation frontier indicated for the
initial period. The battalion commander or recruiters must decide
how much time to concentrate on high- and low-quality recruits. If
they focus exclusively on high-quality recruits, fewer enlistment con-
tracts will be achieved because high-quality recruits have better al-
ternatives than low-quality recruits and require more time on aver-
age to enlist. The convexity of the curve is based on the premise that
some high-quality recruits will be easy "catches," but the recruiter
Will require ever increasing amounts of time and low-quality recruits
as the mission is dominated by high-quality recruits. In the initial
period, the awards structurs and quality mission are such that the
battalion chooses output alternative I with H, high-quality and I.
low-quality recruits, respectively.

This underlying tradeoff phenomenon has important implications for
the evaluation of enlistment incentive experiments. Suppose that an
ACF benefit or bonus test is initiated and available for high-quality
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recruits only. With the same fixed resources, the test cell battalions
have increased opportunities, but they may not have the appropriate
incentives to take full advantage of the test program. With increased
opportunities in the test period, recruiters can reduce their overall

Sffort and still attract m ore high- and low-quality recruits at (LR, H R)
than at the initial, base-period solution. Even if recruiters do not re-
duce effort, however, they may have incentives to proportionately in-
crease both types of contracts and choose a tradeoff alternative
between H, and HT. We wish to estimate the underlying market ex-
pansion (HT less HI), which is the effect of the test program on high-
quality eniistments conditional on constant low-quality enlistments
and recruiter effort.

The supply relationship is characterized in terms of a constant elas-
ticity of transformation (CET) production !rontier (Powell and Gruen,
1968; Christensen et al., 1973) of the general form depicted in Fig. 4.
The basic tradeoff alternatives are given by

[ a HP + (U - a) LP I 'U/P) =B, (1)-

where H and L -re the numbers of high- and low-quality recruits, B is
a combination of economic and recruiting factors that determine the
scale of battalion recruiting, a reflects the inherent difficulty in at-
tracting H relative to L, and p determines the curvature (concavity/
convexity) of the transformation surface. The basic structure of the
model is such that increases in B (increased numbers of recruiters or
1 'cal unemployment) result in output-neutral shifts in the
tz ansformation frontier. The tradeoff between H and L is

al/aL U -( - a)a [HI/L]-P.

onsider the tradeoff combinations along a, ray through the origin
here H a L. As a increases, more low-quality recruits must be given
p to attract a single high-quality recruit. The tradeoff relationship

i fixed for any given ratio of H to L.

e transformation function can be rewritten as a function of In H
rnd In L.

I

"" " " I'... . . . . .
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(lip) In [c exp(p In H) + (1 - a) exp(p In L) ]= In B (2)

This expression can be simplified considerably by applying a second-
order Taylor expansion around In H and In L and evaluating the ex-
pression for values of In H and In L equal to zero. The approximation
is

a In H + (1 - a) In L + a (1 - a) P.5 [ in H -InL I2 = In B. (3)

The approximation is convenient, because it translates the model into
a linear function of In H, In L, and in2 (H/L).

The CET is a more general functional form than that used in previous
supply research (Dertouzos, 1985; Polich et al., 1986; and Dertouzos
and Polich, 1989). These studies have'defined supply as a function of
In H and In L, neglecting the quadratic term in Eq. (3). The Cobb-
Douglas style transformation frontier of the previous work is nested
in the CET framework. 3

The scale factor B is defined in terms of economic variables, recruiter
resources, test cell designators, and recruiter effort. To estimate
these factors, we collected monthly data on unemployment rates,
wage rates, and weekly hours from Employment and Earnings for
states and metropolitan areas. These areas were aggregated into
Army recruiting battalions, and the appropriate battalion-level eco-
nomic variable was constructed as a weighted average (based on pop-
ulation) of values within the area. The Array Recruiting Command
provided battalion-level information on Army production recruiters,
local advertising expenditures, and recruiting missions. The Defense
Manpower Data Center provided data on the numbers of production
recruiters assigned to the battalion recruiting, area by other services.
The supply variables are entered into Eq. (3) in log-linear form.

3 The Cobb-Douglu style transformation frontier imposes the restriction that the
tradsoff curve is convex to the origin. This restriction is not compelling, but the empir.
ical formulation is viewed as a local flrut-order approximation of some arbitrary trans-
formation function (Dertouzoe, 1985). The CET approximation in Eq. (3) can be viewed
"as a second-order approximation to an arbitrary transformation function where the
quadratic term. reflects the curvature of the transformation frontier. The two specifica-
tions are discussed in greater detail in the appendix. The empirical model was seti-
mated both ways and produced similar results.

• , , ,
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Test cell indicators and an indicator for the test period were entered
so that their coefficients represented a proportionate increase in B.
Table 8 showed that high-quality enlistments were higher in the con-
trol cell during the test period than during the control period. A test
period indicator was introduced to control for any national change in
enlistment rates, and the test cell coefficients reflect changes in those
cells relative to the national trend.

The model controls for a battalion-specific monthly effect to "net out"
numerous unmeasured local factors-such as demographic character-
istics, industrial structure, and attitudes toward military service.
These characteristics are likely to have a persistent effect on enlist-
ments within a battalion and during particular seasons. A fixed-effect
approach (Hsiao, 1986) is used to adjust for these persistent effects -by
differencing all regression variables (in In form) from the respective
battalion and monthly means.

The final factor entering the supply relationship is recruiter effort.
Effort is unobserved but the model can be solved if an underlying
functional relationship is assumed between effort and observed fac-
tors. Following the earlier approach, we have adopted +he assump-
tion that recruiter effort is proportional to how well the battalions are
performing relative to their high- and low-quality missions respec-
tively, so In (effort) equals

Y.Iin (H/HM) + y. In (L/LM),

where HM and LM are high-. and low-quality missions respectively.
The parameters of the effort equation reflect the underlying rewards
and punishments attached, with performance. Both parameters are
expected to be negative-an exogenous shift in, high- or low-quality
supply means that the recruiter will achieve the mission more easily
and reduce effort. The size of y, and Y2 indicates the perceived impor-
tance of attaining each mission.

The demands for high- and low-quality recruits are centrally deter.
mined by the Army Recruiting Command. Unit vacancies, the avail.
ability of training seats, and the aptitude requirements of specific oc.
cupations shape the overall Army enlistment needs. These demands
are translated into specific monthly recruiting missions for recruiting
battalions. The missions are supplemented by numerous command
restrictions on less desirable enlistment groups such as the number of
nonhigh school graduates, the number of graduates in low AFQT

\i
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groups, and ihe overall number of low-quality recruits. The restric-
tions reflect command compromises depending on how well the Army
is doing relative to its overall mission. In some months, the command
will accept few if any nongraduates because recruiting has been
strong and they anticipate filling available training seats with gradu-
ates. During hard recruiting times, the command may ease restric-
tions on some types of low-quality recruits so that available training
seats are not wasted. This framework suggests that the optimal mix
of high- and low-quality recruits will have the structure

In (H/L) = al In HM + .2 In LM + I. iMi, (4)

where Mi are monthly dummy variables reflecting monthly command
decisions on the number and composition of low-quallty contracts al-
lowed in a given month.

The market expansion effects of the 2+2+4 experiment can be sorted
out by simultaneously estimating Eqs. (3) and (4), where H and L are
treated as endogenous battalion-level choice variables. The system is
estimated by a nonlinear three-stage least-squares methodology. The
dataset consists of monthly battalion-level observations for FY87
through FY90. "'able 9 shows how the variables in the model varied
over the test cells during the base and test periods.

Multivariate Results

The enlistment supply results for men are reported in Table 10.4 The
market expansion effects of the 2+2+4 program are similar to those
reported in Table 8. The program results in about a three percentage
point increase in high-quality male enlistments in both cell B and cell
C. The cell C coefficient is statistically different from zero at the .06
level. 5 The cell B coefficient is similar in size but subject to a larger
standard error. In part, the imprecision of the cell B coefficient may
reflect the fact that cell B is only a, third the size of cell C. In

4The elasticity/market expansion calculations in Table 10 are based on substituting
the estimated parameters into the CET function. These calculations were also per-
formed for the Taylor series approximation of the CET and produced similar results.

5The .06 p-level assumes a "two-tailed" test. One could argue that a one-tailed test
is more appropriate, since the 2+2+4 program only adds choices to a recruit's set of op-
tions, and hence it is hard to see how the program could depress recruiting. Using a
one-tailed test, the p-level would be .03.
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Table 9

Economic and Recruiting Characteristics of Test
Cells During Base and Test Periods

(monthly averages per battalion)

Base Period Test Period

Variable CeIIA CellB CelIC CeliA Cell B Cell C

Hourly wage rate 10.19 10.09 10.30 10.53 10.51 10.75
Weekly hours 40.85 40.85 41.36 40.67 40.55 40.84
Percent unemployed 5.49 5.12 6.07 5.24 4.99 5.61
Army production recruiters 100.87 110.80 95.74 100.84 117.28 99.68
Other service recruiters 141.85 146.60 127.07 158.54 160.30 142.89
Local advertising expenditures

(thousands of dollars) 19.32 19.52 17.42 19.55 18.68 17.95
Recruiting mission (goal):

High-quality males 88.37 91.07 79.97 89.70 94.49 82.63
Low-quality males 55.23 59.94 57.05 38.06 45.08 40.60

Table 10

Regression Estimates of Supply Parameters for
Male Recruits

Standardl Elasticity/Market
Variable Coefficient Error t Expansion

Cell B .0254 .0202 1.26 .0274
Cell C .0314 ,0165 1.90 .0339
Test period .0464 .0190 2.45 .0496

Army recruiters .2384 .0595 4.01 .2601
Other recruiters .1396 .0608 2.30 .1524
Local advertising .0116 .0123 0.94 .0126
Civilian wages -. 3913 .2412 -1.62 -. 4270
Civilian hours .2858 .3390 0.84 .3118
Unemployment rate .1264, .0385 3.28 '1379

y1 (HQ quota) -. 1560 .0351 -4.46 -. 1702
Y2 (LQ quota) -. 0020 .0116 -0.17 -. 0022
a (bias) .9195 .0194 47.43
p (curvature) .8768 .5445 1.61

auxiliary regression runs, cells B and C were pooled, and the com.-
bined market expansion effect was estimated as 3.2 percent, -which
was also statistically different from zero at the .06 level.

The remaining model factors reported in Table 10 have the antici-
pated effects on supply. The coefficient on the test period indicator
shows that the test period was an above average recruiting period

Si
______i 4.J
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with overall high-quality enlistments running about five percentage
points higher than in the base period. Army recruiter strength had a
positive effect on enlistments with an elasticity of about .24.
Surprisingly, other service recruiter strength had a complementary
but amaller effect on Army recruiting-we had expected that other re-
cruiters would draw or compete away recruits from the Army. The
effects of local advertising expenditures on enlistments are difficult to
parcel out from this type of data. The advertising coefficient has the
right sign but is insignificantly different from zero.

Wages, hours, and unemployment were included in the model to ad-
just for changes in local economic conditions. The wage effect implies
an elasticity of about -. 43, although the effect is measured impre-
cisely. Civilian hours was expected to have a negative coefficient, but
the positive coefficient is smaller than its standard error. Finally, the
unemployment coefficient implies an elasticity of high-quality enlist-
ments with respect to the unemployment rate of about .14.

The recruiter effort parameters are similar to those reported in ear-
lier studies (Polich et al., 1986; and Dertouzos and Polich, 1989). A 10
percent exogenous increase in high-quality enlistment supply is asso-
ciated with a 1.7 percent decline in battalion recruiting effort. Other
things equal, supply increases are partially offset by changes in local
recruiter effort. The coefficient on low-quality mission is insignifi-
cant. The results highlight the fact that recruiters attach primary
importance to meeting their high-quality mission.

Changes in Conversion Rate of Applicants into Contracts

The 2+2+4 program could increase the number of ndividuals joining
the Army through a combination of methods:

Expanded applicant pool. The program might make it easier for'
recruiters to convince individuals that they sa ould apply for the
Army. If the applicant pool grows, then the n umber of Army en-
listments is likely to increase.
Increased conversion rate. Even if the progr m did not increase
the applicant flow, the program might attr ct applicants who
would otherwise not have joined the Army. 4nder this scenario,
the conversion rate of applicants into contrac=s would increase in
the experimental cell, and enlistments would increase.

The two types of effects may work in complementa ry or conflicting di-
rections. If the program attracts a pool of new a plicants previously
not interested in the Army, then the conver ion rate of these
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marginal applicants may be lower than that of the existing, preexper-
imental group, and the overall co:,version rate could fall.

Enlistment patterns in cell C provide evidence on whether the 242+4
program increased the conversion rate of Army applicants into en-
listments. Within cell C, program eligibility is randomized across ap-
plicants so that 30 percent of the applicants are ineligible for the
2+2+4 program and 70 percent are eligible. If the program had no ef-
fect on the conversion rate, then 70 percent of the enlistment con-
tracts in cell C would be in the program-eligible portion of the cell.
Alternatively, suppose that 100 individuals signed enlistment con-
tracts in the program-ineligible portion of cell C; then we would ex-
pect 233 contracts in the program-eligible portion of cell C.0 If the
conversion rate is increased by the program, then we would expect
more than 233 contracts in the eligible cell.

The results show 12,951 high-quality male enlistments in the ineligi-
ble portion of cell C, so we would anticipate 30,219 enlistments in the
eligible cell. Actual enlistments in the eligible cell were 30,681, so the
evidence suggests a program effect of about 1.53 percent with a stan-
dard error of 1.06. This result is measured somewhat imprecisely,
but it suggests enlistment contracts from a constant pool of applicants
would increase by 1.5 percent under program eligibility. The market
expansion effect is about 3 percent, so half the increase in enlistments
may be due to an increase in the conversion rate and about half due
to an increase in the pool of Army applicants under the program.

Comparison with Previous Experiments

The results suggest that the 2+2+4 program expanded the high-qual.
ity male market by about 3 percent., This expansion is smaller than
the 9 and 5 percent expansions reported in the educational benefits
and bonus experiments (Fernandez, 1982; Polich et al., 1986). The
smaller expansion was anticipated, however, because the 2+2+4 pro-
gram is a marginal expansion of the existing ACF framework and not
a fundamental new enlistment program. Table 11 shows that the
market expansion effect associated with the 2+2+4 program is
markedly similar to that for the previous, larger-scale experiments,
after adjusting for program size.7 The 2+2+4 results imply that

'The expected number of contracts in the eligible portion of cell C ia 7/3 Utm the
number of contracta in the inAligible portion of cell C. 4

7The comparisons in Table 11 should not be exaggerated. The experiments were*
tested in dhTrent tn period& and applied to different range of s Alo -ducs*
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Table 11

Market Expansion in Army Enlistment Experiments

Percent of High-Quality Market
Test Program Training Seats Availablea Expansion

Educational benefits 57 8.9
Enlistment bonus. 30 4.9
2+2+4 20 3.2

OTraining seats available reflect the total number of pretest,
year individuals trained in the occupations that were eligible for
the experimental program.

about 25 to 30 percent of the men taking the program are new re-
cruits.

SKILL AND TERM-OF-SERVICE EFFECTS

The experiment provides two sources of evidence for assessing the
skill and term-of-service effects of the experiment. Traditionally,
these effects have been deduced from the types of aggregate data used
in the market expansion assessment. In this test, the job-offer por-
tion of the test allows us an alternative method to assess the distribu-
tion effects. In the job-offer experiment, skill and term-of-service
choices can be compared for the 2+2+4 eligible and ineligible popula-
tions. Individual randomization allows us to implicitly control for a
variety of unmeasured and unknown factors that are not controlled
for in the aggregate approach.

Aggregate Data Approach

The previous model can be extended to examine the skill-channellin-
and term-of-Service effects of the 2+2+4 program. The number of
high-quality enlistments in 2+2+4 eligible skills are assumed to be
proportional to the number of high-quality recruits, the availability of
the test program, and a set of demand or policy variables that are
characterized by indicators for the months of the base and test peri-
ods. Coefficients on indicator variables for the correspond.ng test
cells show how program availability affects job choice.

Table 12 shows that the 2+2+4 program drew recruits into hard-to-fill
noncombat specialities. The skill-channelling effect was a 19 and 16

tional benefits and bonua programs may have very different costs (Schmits St aL, 1988;
Hogan st aL, 1990).
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Table 12

Regression Estimates of Skill-Channelling
and Term-of-Service Effects for Male Recruits

Test Cell Coefficient Standard Error t

Ski Wchanne~ling
Full (cell B) .1897 .0763 2.48
Partial (cell C) .15681 .0617 2.56

Three-year term
Full (cell B) -.2293 .0386 -6.94
Partial (cell C) -. 1572 .0313 -6.02

Four-year term
Full (cell B) -.0528 .0351 -1.51
Partial (cell C) -. 0262 .0284 -0.92

percentage increase in high-quality male enlistments in cell B and
cell C, respectively. Full implementation is associated with a slightly
higher level of skill-channelling than partial program implementation
in cell B, butthe point estimates are not significantly different from
one another. The results suggest that the program is having the de-
sired effect of increasing the share of enlistments in 2+2+4 eligible
skills.

A similar approach can be used to model changes in the term-of-ser-
vice distribution. High-quality enlistments for three- and four-year
terms in eligible specialities are assumed to be proportional to the
number of high-quality enlistments in those skills, indicators for test
availability, and monthly dummies for command policies and deci-
sions. Two-year enlistments are the residual group and need not be
estimated separately.

Table 12 shows that, holding constant the number of high-quality en-
listments in eligible skills, most 2+2+4 enlistments are drawn from
the group of three-year enlistees. The share of four-year enlistments
in eligible specialties is not signifificantly altered by the 2+2+4 pro-
gram.

Job-Offer Approach

The job-offer portion of the experiment provides direct evidence of
how test eligibility affects term of service &nd skill, Individual differ-
ences were randomized by the experimental design, so that the behav-
ior of 70, percent of recruits eligible for the option can be compared
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with the behavior of a 30 percent control population within test cell C.
During the 15-month test period, about 53,000 high-quality recruits
signed Army enlistment contracts in cell C. Because the sample is
large and because each individual is randomly assigned to one of the
two test groups, the comparisons between groups are quite precise.8

Table 13 describes the 2+2+4 program's "buy-down" effect on term of
service. Program eligibility was associated with a 3.3 percentage
point increase in the share of two-year enlistments, with three- and
four-year enlistment shares each falling by 1.7 and 1.6 percentage
points, respectiveiy. The buy-down effects of the program are par-
tially offset by the program requirement that participants must serve
a two-year enlistment plus training time, so that 2+2+4 participants
will actually spend about two years and five months on active duty.

To assess the importance of these changes in enlistments for various
terms of service, we compared the expected number of enlistments in
the eligible portion of cell C with the actual number.' Table 14 shows
the results of that calculation, which also permits us to derive a stan-
dard error for the relative percentag- change in enlistment contracts.
The results show that male two-year enlistments rose by 17 percent
in the 2+2+4 eligible cell, three-year enlistments fell by 8 percent, and
four-year enlistments were not significantly altered. These results
are quite similar to those from the aggregate data analysis described
in Table 12.

Table 15 shows the effectiveness of the 2+2+4 program in channelling
recruits into participating noncombat skills. In the 2+2+4 eligible
cell, 23 percent entered- participating skills as compared with 20 per-
cent for those who were ineligible for the test. The buy-over was a 2.3
percentage point decline in combat skills and a .6 percentage point
decline in other noncombat skills.

The agpregate data analysis suggests that the skill channelling and ts-mot-sonice
effects ure similar in the full- and partial-implementation modes.

STable 14 reflects the same enlistment counts as reported in Table 13. For zny*le,
the proportionate increase in two-year enlistments is .171 (7517 divided by 7/3 times

'2750 minus unity). The numbers in Table 14 reflect the increase in applicant
conversion rate associated with the progran. An'alternative approach would Lold rion.
stant the conversion rate and examine the proportionate increase in the percentape at
two-yer enlistments. In this case, the proportionate lncresae in two-year enlistments
is .156 (24.5/21.2 minus unity). Both methods produce similar results for term-ot-ser-
vice and slll.chaulii effects because the change in the conversion rate is small
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Table 13

Distribution by Term vf Service: Evidence
from the Job-OfferExperiment

(high.quality male recruits in Cell C)

Term of Service

Test Group 2 years -3 years > 3 years Total

2+2+4 ineligible 2,750 2,354 7,847 12,951
(21.2) (18.2) (60.6) - (100.0)

2+2+4 eligible 7,517 5,070 18,094 30,681
(24.5) (16.5) (59.0) (100.0)

NOTE: Percentages are shown in parentheses.
Percentages may not sum to 100 because of rounding.

,Table 14

Changes in Term-of-Service Choices from the
Job-Offer Experiment

(high-quality male recruits in Cell C)

Relative Percent Gain in
Group Actual to Expected Contracts Standard Error

Two years 17.15 2.61
Three years -7.70 2.30
Four years -1.18 1.34

Table 15

Distribution by Skill- Evidence
from the Job-Offer Experiment

(high-quality male recruits in Cell C)

Skill Group

Participsting- Other
Test Group Combat Noncombat Noncombat Total

2+2+4 ineligible 5,822 2,561 4,568 12,951
(45.0) (19.8) (35.2) (100.0)

2+2+4 eligible 13,115 6,934 10,632 30,681
(42.7) (22.6) (34.6) (100.0)

NOTE: Percentages are shown it, parentheses. Percentages may
not sum to 100 because o(rounding.

-4
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Table 16 shows how program eligibility affected individual occupa-
tional choices. High-quality male enlistments rose 16 percent in par-
ticipating noncombat skills and fell by 4 percent in combat skills with
no significant change in other noncombat enlistments. The program
is drawing recruits away from combat skills, but the buy-over i3 small
relative to the overall size of the combat enlistment program.

Reserve Obligations and Two-Year Programs

The test results indicate that many people are willing to accept a re-
serve commitment in exchange for the ACF benefits. Not only did the
program sell well, but the test results show that few recruits will
choose a two-year noncombat GI Bill enlistment if the 2+2+4 option is
available. In the absence of the test, about 7 percent of high-quality
recruits chose the two-year noncombat GI Bill offered in skills partic-
ipating in 2+2+4. In the 2+2+4 eligible portion of cell C, less than 1
percent of recruits chose the two-year GI Bill offered in those skills.
Apparently, recruits are quite willing to accept the additional reserve
obligation associated with the 2+2+4 program in exchange for the ex-
tra ACF benefits. The test results suggest that the Army might con-
sider broader linkage of active and reserve service along the lines of
the 2+2+4 program, provided the 2+2+4 participants follow through
with their reserve service obligation.10

An interesting unanticipated aspect of the test has been the popular-
ity of two-year noncombat seats without the ACF. Before the test, the
two-year option was seldom available, although the Army had the le-
gal authority to use a two-year enlistment option without the ACF in

Table 16

Changes in Skill Choices: Evidence from the
Job-Offer Experiment

(high-quality male recruits in Cell C)

Relative Percent Gain in
Group Actual to Expected Contracts Standard Error

Combat -3.46 1.52
Participating noncombat 16.04 2.68
Other noncombat -0.25 1.76

10The ACF entitlement associated with the 2+2+4 program requires Selected
Reserve affiliation and satisfactory performance. It is hoped that program participants
will provide experienced, trained manpower to the Selected Reserve. The extra ACF
cost is not incurred unless the program participant provides Selected Reserve service.
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noncombat jobs. With the advent of the test, more two-year seats
were opened in skills participating in the experiment. In the control
cells, individuals were able to choose the two-year option without the
ACF. In the experimental cells, individuals could choose between
2+2+4 or a two-year option without the ACF in the participating
skills. In the control group (cell A), two-year GI Bill enlistments in
participating noncombat skills rose by a factor of three between the
base and te3t periods. The availability of two-year enlistments in
other noncombat skills did not change so much, and two-year enlist-
ments in those skills rose by about 42 percent. Even without ACF
benefits, the two-year option is a popular program for drawing re-
cruits into hard-to-fill specialties. The term-of-service buy-down is
mitigated by the fact that the actual active-duty obligation is two-
years plus training time.

EFFECTS ON OBLIGATED MAN-YEARS

The net effect of the program can be assessed by comparing the total
obligated active-duty man-years under the'test ind control condi-
tions.11 The market expansion effect of the program is partially offset
by the reduction in average man-years as more recruits enter two-
year programs (two-years and about five months). The 3 percent in-
crease in high-quality enlistment is associated with a 2 percent in-
crease in overall obligated man-years. The difference is concentrated
in those skills participating in the 2+2+4 program in which obligated
man-years increased by 11 percent despite a reduction in average
term length from 3.3 years to 3.1 years. Obligated man-years
changed little for other noncombat and combat skills-man-years rose
1 percent in other noncombat skills and fell by 1 percent in combat
skills. The smaller changes in obligated man-years in the nonpartici-
pating skills reflect the fact that a large percentage gain for a small
base group (participating skills) can be offset by a small percentage
gain in a large base group (nonparticipating skills).

I -Thi- analysis is based on the term-of-service and skiU-channelling effects mea-
muvd in the job-offer portion of the experiment. The aggregate data analysis suggesta
that the", effect. did not differ much wetween the full. and partialkimplementationmodes.

4
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The 2+2+4 experiment has demonstrated that substantial numbers of
recruits are willing to commit for two years in the Selected Reserve in
order to obtain ACF benefits. During the 15-month experiment, the
Army wrote over 6800 2+2+4 enlistment contracts. These sales con-
stituted about 7 and 12 percent of high-quality sales for men and
women, respectively. The higher program participation rate for
women reflected the fact that women are ineligible for most combat
skills: 2+2+4 sales were 12 percent of noncombat contracts for both
men and women.

Program sales were strong throughout the test period and across a
broad range' of eligible skills. Virtually every eligible skill benefited
from the 2+2+4 program. There were some gender-specific sales pat-
terns-for example, women accounted for a disproportionately small
share of maintenance and construction job sales, but this reflected a
pattern that also prevailed in the absence of the program.

The 2+2+4, program expanded the market for high-quality male re-
cruits by about 3 percent. This expansion is smaller than the 9 and 5
percent expansions reported in the educational benefits and bonus
experiments (Fernandez, 1982; Polich et al., 1986). The smaller ex-
pansion waa anticipated, however, because the 2+2+4 program is a
marginal expansion of the existing ACF framework and not a funda-
mentally new enlistment incentive. 1 A 3 percent expansion is com-
parable with that of the previous programs after controlling for the
scale of the programs. The results imply that about 25 to 30 percent
of the men taking the program are new recruits.

The analysis also assessed the extent to which the 2+2+4 program
may have encouraged recruits to "buy-down" enlistments from longer
terms of service or to "buy-over" enlistments from hard-to-fill combat
skills. The test results indicate that the buy-down phenomenon was
minimal. The share of male recruits choosing two-year enlistments
rose from about 20 percent in the ineligible test cell to' 24 percent in
the eligible cell. The increase in two-year enlistments was driven
primarily by a decline in three-year enlistments. Male four-year en-

198parate supply estimate@ cculd not be obtained for women because women
constitute a small share of overall enlistments and because women are demand con-
strained in tho current recruiting environment. Combined male and female eetimatee
produced "epnsion effects that were comparable to thoee reported for males, sepa-
rately.
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listments did not decline significantly. Moreover, the buy-down effect
from the three-year term will be partially offset by the program re-
quirement that participarts serve a two-year enlistment plus training
time, or about two-and-a-half years on active duty.

The program did channel recruits into these hard-to-fill noncombat
skills that participated in the 2+2+4 program. The share of recruits
in participating skills rose three percentage points in the test eligible
cell as compared with the ineligible cell, representing a 16 percent in-
crease in enlistments in the participating noncombat skills. The buy-
over came entirely from combat skills, where the number of enlist-
ment contracts declined by about 3.5 percent.

Overal-1, the program seems to have accomplished its objectives for ac-
tive-duty recruiting. The 2+2+4 option sold readily and benefited vir-
tually all of the occupational specialties for which it was tested.
About 7 percent of all high-quality male enlistment contracts were
written under the 2+2+4 program. Moreover, the analysis indicates
that the program attracted additional high-quality recruits into the
Army and caused only a small number to change from a longer term
of service to a shorter term. These results suggest that many people
were willing to make the commitment to reserve service, in the pro-
cess providing an additional supply of manpower to both the active
and reserve components.

The reserve implications of the 2+2+4 program will not be known un-
til 1992 or 1993 when program participants complete their active-
duty obligation and begin transitioning into the Selected Reserve.
Several factors suggest, however, that the 2+2+4 program is likely to
provide substantial reserve benefits. Historically, two-year recruits
have been much more likely to provide trained man-years to the
Selected Reserve than have four-year enlistees. About 45 percent of
two-year enlistees join the reserves---a rate 10 to 15 percentage points
higher than for other high-quality enlistees.2 Among reserve en-
trants, 50 percent of two-year personnel enter a matching MOS
(about four percentage points lower than for others). On net, the
higher transition rate more than offsets the slightly lower MOS
match rates. The 2+2+4 participants should have both higher transi-
tion rates and higher match rates, because the ACF payment provides
additional incentive to join a unit and accept a matching MOS. This

-Transition ratee are cumputed for the group of enistees who complete their initial
enlistment term and do not reenlist. Recruite who leave before the end of their term
am frequently eithor ineligible to join the Selected Reserve'or require a waiver for re-
ser v eligibility.

___ . .___ _ -_ _ _. _. . . . ', _
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historical evidence suggests that the 2+2+4 program will funnel
experienced, trained personnel into the reserve force and provide a
substantial payoff in meeting future reserve manning requirements.



Appendix

COMPARISON OF CONSTANT ELASTICITY OF
TRANSFORMATION (CET) AND TRADITIONAL

REGRESSION SPECIFICATIONS

The CET transformation frontier is more general than the traditional
frontier (Dertouzos, 1985; Polich et al., 1986; and Dertouzos and
Polich, 1989). The traditional model implicitly implies increasing re-
turns to specialization whereas the CET parameterization allows for
decreasing, constant, or increasing returns to specialization. Dif-
ferences between the two specifications will depend on whether the
restriction in the traditional formulation is binding. Recall that the
Taylor series approximation to the CET function is

a In H + (1 - a) In L + a (1 - a) p .5 (in H - In L ] 2 I in B.

The approximation can be interpreted as a second~order Taylor's ap-
proximation to an arbitrary frontier, and the CET derivation provides
a more specific interpretation of the coefficient on the quadratic term.
The traditional model is interpreted as either a Cobb-Douglas style
frontier or a first-order Taylor's approximation of an arbitrary frontier
and is written as

a In (1- a) In L -InB.

The CET specification nests the traditional model-the traditional
model is a special case in which the coefficient on the quadratic term
equals zero in the general case or p equals zero in the CET derivation.

Table A.I shows that the multivariate regression results presented in
Sec.'4 are quite similar to those that would have been obtained from
the more traditional regression specification (Dertouzos, 1985; Polich
et al, 1986; and Dertouzos and Polich, 1989). This similarity reflects
the fact that the estimated transformation frontier is virtually linear

41i
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Table A.l

Comparison of CET and Traditional
Regression Specifications

CET Model Traditional Model

Standard Standard
Variable Coefficient Error Coefficient Error

Cell B (full) .0276 .0220 .0252 .0201
Cell C (partial) .0339 .0179 .0321 .0164
Test period .0496 .0202 .0453 .0188

Army recruiters .2601 .0648 .2345 .0592
Other recruiters .1523 .0663 .1405 .0606
Local advertising .0126 .0134 .0113 .0122
Civilian wages -. 4269 .2632 -. 4449 .2392
Civilian hours .3117 .3699 .2710 .3380
Unemployment rate .1378 .0420 .1230 .0383

yj (HQ quota) -. 1701 .0382 -. 1486 .0345

Y2 (LQ quota) -. 0021 .0126 -. 0074 .0090
a (bias) .9195 .0194 .9212 .0157
p (curvature) .8768 .5445 - -

NOTES: The CET estimates have been converted to elasticities
for comparison with the coefficient estimates of the traditional model,
which are inherently-in elasticity form. The coefficients on test cells
show .-roportionate change in high-quality enlistments in the corre-
sponcLang coll relative to the control cell. Similarly, the coefficient on
the test period coefficient indicates the proportionate change in high-
quality enlistments between the test period of July 1989 through
September 1990 relative to the pretest period of October 1987
through June 1989.

over the range of high. and low-quality enlistments observed in the
data. The curvature of the transformation frontier in the traditional
case is

2H/WL2 = (1 - a)/c [H/L2].

This curvature is always negative but the second derivative evaluated
.at the sample means is only .0009, so the function is nearly linear.
The curvature of the CET transformation frontier depends on the
value of p where

a2W/aL 2 = (1 - a)/a (1 -p) (H/L)P [H/L2].
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Increasing/decreasing returns to scale are implied by values of p
less/greater than one. In this empirical instance, the freeing up of p
is not of much importance because the estimated p does not differ sig-
nificantly from zero. The second derivative of the CET function eval-
uated at the sample means is .0001, so the underlying function is
even more linear than implied by the traditional specification.
Although p is measured imprecisely, p is much closer to one
(constant) returns than to zero. The transformation frontier is virtu-
ally linear over the 'ranges of H and L observed in the data, so the un-
derlying tradeoff between H and L (aH/8L) is constant for observed
combinations of H and L.
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